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Good friends come in all shapes and sizes!Unlikely Friendships, the runaway New York Times

bestseller with a compelling message of hope and friendship and differences overcome, is

rewritten just for younger readers. This hardcover chapter book for children ages seven and up

collects five heartwarming true stories of animal friendship: Koko the gorilla and her favorite

kittens, a dog who swims with dolphins, a zebra who cares for a young gazelle, a baby warthog

who makes friends with a lonely rhinoceros, and a leopard who cuddles with a cow at

bedtime.Chapter books give young readers a strong sense of accomplishment, and these

heartwarming animal stories, with their incredible photographs and inexplicable mysteries of

attraction, their focus on friendship, love, and the ways that creatures of all different species

can find common bonds of affection, will keep kids turning the pages to find out about the

unusual ways animals help each other and discover the love of new friends.Each is a perfect

gift for young animal lovers, and a lovely subject to help kids get reading. 

About the AuthorJennifer S. Holland is a contributing writer for National Geographic. She has

also written for, among others, The Discovery Channel, NPR, and The New York Times,

specializing in science and natural history. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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ListIntroductionReaders new to this series may want to know how I started writing about

unlikely animal friendships. Here’s the story.A few years ago, I went scuba diving on Australia’s

Great Barrier Reef. This is a very special place in the ocean. Thousands of different types of

fish live in or around the coral reef.I noticed a puffer fish swimming near me. The puffer fish

was about the size of a softball. He was alone. The puffer fish did not seem to be afraid of me. I

swam with him for a little while. He did not swim away.I went back to the same area the next

day. The puffer fish was there. This time, he was not alone. He was swimming with a school of

fish called sweetlips.Sweetlips are very colorful fish. They have wide mouths, which is probably

how they got their name. Sweetlips do not usually swim with puffer fish. But that is exactly what

was happening. The sweetlips and the puffer fish were swimming together.I went back again

the next day. They were still together! What was going on? Why were they swimming together?

I thought it was very interesting that two animals from different species would be hanging

around each other, like they were friends. It made me wonder if other animals became friends

with animals that were very different from them.I am a science writer. I write about animals. So

I decided to write a book about animals of different species who had become friends. I had

heard some of these stories before. The story of Owen and Mzee, a tortoise and a

hippopotamus who became friends after surviving a tsunami, was already famous. But I went

looking for stories I had never heard before. I talked with people all around the world. I looked

at many photographs. Sometimes the animal friendships were so unlikely that I wondered if

they were true. But when I checked them out, they were!Five of those stories are in this book. I

hope you enjoy reading them as much as I enjoyed writing them!—Jennifer S. HollandChapter

OneThe Leopard and the CowIn India, the cow is considered a sacred animal. It is a symbol of

life because it never brings harm to other animals, plus it gives humans the gift of milk. This is

why the people of India treat cows with great respect. They don’t eat cows. They don’t allow

anyone to hurt cows.
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P. Noma, “An inspiration of love for God's fuzzy children. I love animals so much that my tv only

broadcasts Animal Planet, unless, of course, we are experiencing a 9 magnitude earthquake, a

giant tsunami, or nuclear meltdowns here in Japan. Among the several animal-related books

and DVDs i recently bought, I intended to share this one with my third-grade ESL children. The

stories are very beautifully touching, as I had expected. I gave it as a Christmas gift to a former

student, now in the fifth grade, who became a vegan after witnessing the horrific trauma of the

slaughtering of an animal in the Philippines. I have since ordered another in this series to

share with my present students. Get this precious little book to share with children. It would

make a magnificent gift for any child on any occasion.”

Suzanne in The Woods, “Heart warming stories for kids. Have purchased all 3 books of

Unlikely Friendships for Kids for my 7-year-old grandson for Christmas. He will enjoy reading

these heart warming stories.”

Kstrein, “Such a sweet book that teaches kids not only to love animals. Such a sweet book that

teaches kids not only to love animals, but to have compassion for anyone or anything that is

different. Beautiful stories and cute pictures.”

MGM, “Unlikely Friendships for kids books. My 9 yr old granddaughter read one of these books

and was fascinated by the stories. As an animal lover, she requested copies of the rest of the

series for Christmas.  Very nice books!”

Mari Jane Hill, “Great Animal Stories. Great real life animal stories that you don't often hear

about on the news. Such great stories to share with your children.”

Melissa A Lively, “Good book.... Sweet little book... The stories are good and the pictures are

wonderful...  Would buy them as gifts also...  Good book!”

MAP, “Such a cute series of books. Granddaughter adore it. Can you believe a leopard can be

friends with a cow.  Well in this story it happens.  So fun for all ages”

Brooke, “Precious. These stories are precious. My 7-year old enjoys reading them

independently and telling us about the relationships. There are many short stories in one book

which is convenient as well.”

lcb, “any one can be friends. My 8 yr. old son asked me after reading the book, why is it that

these different animals can find a way of getting long yet people can? out of the mouth of

Babes”

The book by Jennifer S. Holland has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 56 people have provided feedback.
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